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HAPPY NEW YEAR!

From Rob, KV8P
News from the President – January 2020
Welcome to the New Year! I sincerely hope everyone enjoyed the
holidays and got all the radio presents you were looking for. :) Our
family has had a very busy holiday. My wife, daughter and I tend to travel
a lot around the holidays to see friends and extended relatives, which is
fun but I'm always looking for normal life again when we
return..haha. Christmas is also our annual meet-up of ham radio friends
from college on 75M SSB, which is always entertaining and fun catching
up. (I think some of them have to find their radios, search for the
amplifier, and/or fix their antennas every year just for this event..haha)
We had a great "I'm new to Amateur Radio, now what" course again on
December 7th at the 911 Training Center in Toledo. It was great to see
many new faces there! The participation was fantastic and a big thanks
for those that helped me provide the details in the class. It's a great team
effort. However, I think I may need to provide some sandwiches for the
next one. It was a great session.
Also, if you missed the December Christmas party, you missed a really
good time! The food.. Fantastic! I surely ate too much and my daughter
kept reminding me, "Daddy, that isn't good fo your diet". haha The entire
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evening was a good time and my family and I thoroughly enjoy it every
year. Big thanks to Bruce AA8HS for leading the effort this year, and for
all of those that helped setup, tear-down and for those that provided some
terrific music entertainment this year! It was great to see everyone on the
guitar and piano this year.
I'm looking forward to the January 8th General meeting (starts at
7pm). We'll be spending some time discussing and showing our
membership how different digital modes and radios sound, work and
discuss some of the benefits and drawbacks to each. The emphasis will be
on helping new hams determine what they'd like to get into next.
Lastly, don't forget that we have Winter Field Day coming up soon on
January 25th at the Maumee Public Library. We'll be sharing more
information on it soon and look for more at the General meeting on
January 8th!
Check out the work that our 2020 ARRL Great Lakes Convention
Committee has done by checking out the new event website
(http://toledoglc.com)! Huge thanks to Zack, N8ZAK who put in a lot of
time making this website detail and payments work perfectly. Check it
out and don't be afraid to pre-purchase tickets for Saturday and Sunday
activities. Pre-purchased tickets will net you a $5 discount! -

73 and Happy Holidays and let us have a great 2020!
Rob – KV8P
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TMRA Technical Committee
From Dan KE8UE
Hello Everyone,
We have installed the six meter antenna a raised it up other 8 or so feet. A
station in Fulton County (Wauseon) was able to get into the repeater The repeater
has very low VSWR and seems to be putting out about 38 watts. The tech
Committee has discussed putting a preamp/ preselect but we right waiting to see if
we need it . I want to remind you that there is a FM net on Mondays at 9:00 pm
everyone is welcome. I will not be able to head the net because I have another
comment on Mondays. I will return after the first of the year. I want to let you
know that there is an AM net on Wednesday at 9:00 pm on 50.400 and is generally
vertical polarization. Also remember the Thursday night SSB round table net at
9:00 pm. This net is generally horizontally polarization but if we hear we do our
best to keep on the net.
The 147.270 has had some interference we are trying to chase it
down. The other repeaters are working ok so far. You should remember that the
repeaters are link together.
From the Tech Committee are wishing you a very Happy Holidays.
Dan
KE8UE
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Pictures from the TMRA Christmas Party
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Courtesy WD8IOL
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Thanks to Glenn W9MUK for his leadership in this event.
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ARES News
From Tim, KD8IZU
boxcar@toast.net.

Don’t Forget
January 25 ARES General Meeting and the Northwest Ohio Mesh Committee
Meeting at St. Luke's Hospital.

NWO AREDN Mesh Committee Clinic
The next meeting will be held at the 911 Training Center, 2127 Jefferson Ave,
Toledo, Oh 43604, on Saturday January 11th from 11 am to 2 pm. The topic will
be installing AREDN software on devices.

Nondirectional Aircraft Beacons
Bruce AA8HS, Editor
This article does not necessarily involve our amateur frequencies, but it can be
useful for antenna design on several of our bands.
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Introduction
The AM broadcast band extends from 530 to 1710 Khz internationally. You can
hear stations from Mexico and Canada at night on 530 AM. In fact, one station
in Toronto has only 1000 watts on 530 Khz (CIAO)but you can hear its
broadcasts in several languages even in the daytime with a good antenna
system. I often wondered how frequencies below our AM broadcast bands
were used. In Europe, frequencies between 148.5 and 283.5 kHz are used for
broadcasts such as the BBC. In the US, however, there are some marine
communications around 500 Khz but the majority of medium and long wave
frequencies are dedicated to NDB’s: Non Directional Aircraft Beacons. Nonlicensed use of these long wave frequencies is still permitted with severe
power and antenna limits on 160-190 KHz and hams have the 135.7-137.8 KHz
(our narrowest bandwidth, 2200 meters) and 472-479 Khz (630 meters)
regions. Loran C transmissions are at 100 Khz. RFID devices have a very short
range (less than 18 inches) and operate on 125 to 135 Khz. Microchips used on
pets use this frequency range.
NDB’s and Hobbyists
These NDB’s have been interesting to many radio hobbyists including hams
that enjoy DXing. There are numerous websites, publications, and even
software dedicated to locating and logging beacons. The Longwave Club of
America has a column called “Dx Downstairs” in their publication where
beacon loggings are noted. Beacons are located at airports or oil platforms and
used mostly by private aircraft pilots to confirm their location in the air. The
receiving antennas generally consist of numerous turns of wire wound around
a frame. The exact tuning method used for the variety of beacon frequencies is
not clear. The July 2019 issue of QST featured an extensive article about
propagation of a large number of beacons and how this can be applied to
operating on 630 and 2200 meters. Stephen P. McGreevy N6NKS has
photographed large numbers of international beacons and studying the
construction of the beacon antennas can give us hams some useful ideas for
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our next antenna project. I have seen the beacons at Adrian, Michigan,
Fostoria, Ohio, and Grosse Ile (Detroit), Michigan. There is another at Port
Clinton. The Detroit beacon is particularly strong on 419 Khz with its
repeating double sideband AM broadcast of RYW. You can probably hear it
with a suitable receiver. A tone modulated carrier with one or two characters
is typical of US beacon transmissions.
These beacons have been around for decades and some have been
decommissioned because of maintenance costs and because so many aircraft
have chosen to use GPS. Nevertheless, there are hundreds of international and
US beacons around. Their power inputs range from 25 watts to thousands of
watts. In the aircraft, loop antennas in the wings are used with variable
capacitors to tune in nearby beacons.
Antenna construction
In this medium and long wave frequency range, antenna efficiency is generally
poor and beacons are usually limited in range to tens of miles except for the
high power ones.
The general approach is to use a vertical radiator which may be 25 to about 80
feet in height with a series coil that can be base loaded or placed anywhere
within the vertical radiator (see image below). These loading coils can be very
substantial, often consisting of a 12 inch in diameter unit with 60 or more
turns. A capacitive hat (as in many HF antennas) is essential and may be made
of a large circular element or horizontal wires extending 50 to 100 feet
horizontally in opposite directions ( a Marconi T); this could also be described
as a double inverted L. The capacitive hat is very important because it forms a
capacitor with underlying radials, improves efficiency, and reduces the
number of turns required in the loading coil. Thousands of feet of radials
would be ideal, but this is always not possible.
AM radio stations have grounding systems made of thick “chicken wire”
extending over acres of land and this would be the best arrangement. The
reason that NDB’s are so inefficient is two fold: the antennas are greatly
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shortened and the grounding system is not extensive enough. For example, the
quarter wave length of an antenna at 474 Khz is 517 feet, the total length of a
typical vertical or inverted L antenna is only a fraction of the required physical
length. Since beacons extend from 201 to 521 Khz (from the latest Dx
Downstairs), you can easily calculate the physical quarter wave length that
would be required.
Therefore, the efficiency of NDB’s may be as poor as a quarter of a per cent or
as high as 13%, dependent on frequency and antenna length. A hundred watts
of AM into the antenna may produce only one watt of effective radiated power.
Another important factor is the very high human made and natural noise levels
in the medium and low frequency region which is at least 100 times greater
than at 160 meters . The local noise level within the aircraft also changes and is
affected by devices such as switching power supplies in homes. A lot of
hobbyist that listen to NDB’s use magnetic loop antennas that have some
immunity to noise from all sources. A quiet receive site is of extreme
importance. Those who leave on islands or far from noise sources usually give
the best signal reports.
Antenna tuning
These antenna systems use large loading coils that have a high quality factor
because of their diameter and other factors. High Q coils are important because
antenna efficiency is best when the tuning range is narrow. This means that it
is important to have some sort of tuning arrangement in the doghouse where
the NDB transmitter is housed. That may consist of a variable inductor (a
variometer) , an adjustable inductor for fine tuning like a roller inductor,
and/or a high voltage variable capacitor which can be precisely tuned. In very
shortened antennas like this, the antenna may have high voltage because of
capacitive reactance. The large sizable inductance of the tuning coil neutralizes
this reactance but only at the tuner. Fences around the NDB site (see images)
would be a good idea to protect against high voltage but I saw none at the
Fostoria location.
The low power AM broadcast movement
I should also mention that legal AM low power broadcasters, like those who
use “Talking House” transmitters, are also using this NDB approach with their
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antennas. Since final input power is limited to 100 miiliwatts and vertical
antenna and feed line length to 10 feet, the transmitter must be located at the
antenna base site. There are no limitations to the number of radials or
capacitive hat. Therefore, these broadcasters have become very creative and
stretched the rules so that a ground lead is often run to a set of ground rods or
radialsover 10 or 20 feet. The transmitter and vertical antenna may be 20 feet
up on a tower or on a roof with a long ground lead. The ground lead may
radiate more signal than the loaded coil and antenna. For those who would
place the transmitter at ground level, a base loaded coil is used with capacitive
hat and as many radials as possible. A range of a few miles to a car radio is
possible with audio compression and limiting.
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375 Khz beacon

Range
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As you can see, propagation of the NDB signals is not always predictable as
shown in the July 2019 article of QST. The author of this article suggested that
the best propagation for our 2200 and 630 bands would be early in the
morning in October. I have tried to confirm this at 630 meters but I have not
found hams that are operating on JT9 or listening on WSPR (474.2 KHz) in the
early morning.
Antenna lessons for hams
So what does this teach us about antenna construction? For one thing, you can
use the NDB antenna approach to a shortened vertical for 160 meters. A full
length dipole for 160 meters works a lot like a near vertical incidence skywave,
(NVIS) antenna. So for longer transmitting range (and more receive noise) a
shortened vertical or Marconi T (double inverted L) with tons of radials may
be the way to go. One simple way to make a Marconi T antenna is to take a
G5RV antenna and short the ground and center leads together at the coax
connector or at the top of the G5RV. Thus you have a single vertical element.

Low Frequency Beacon Antenna
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The best way to adjust the coil is with an antenna analyzer. For small coils, a
series base loaded arrangement may be good enough. Five to ten turns around
a 3.5 inch piece of PVC can be used and add or subtract turns as necessary.
Coils that are placed in the mid or upper portion of the vertical antenna are
more effective and some have used a fixed coil like this with a smaller base
loaded coil for adjustment. A receiving loop antenna such as the DX
Engineering RF-PRO-1B® Active Magnetic Loop Antennas would help with the
noise issue for receive purposed.
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630 meter homebrew coil and antenna.
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137 Khz coil with series variometer
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Auto transformer arrangement for use in a beacon or 630 meter ham outdoor
tuner. The top section is the variometer.
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AM legal low power broadcaster antenna with transmitter in an electrical box.
The radials are buried.
References:
http://www.auroralchorus.com/ndb/ndbgllry.htm
https://www.ndblist.info/ndbphotos/pics/andypics/tour.pdf
http://m0taz.co.uk/2017/03/receiving-non-directional-beacons-ndb/
https://www.lwca.net/
https://www.hobbybroadcaster.net/resources/Part-15-transmitters.php
http://www.radiobrandy.com/RBpart15am.html
https://k6mm.com/antennas/160M-QST.pdf
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Dales’ Tales for January 2020
Greetings, welcome to "Dale's Tales" for January, 2020.
Well, here we go, off to a brand new year. Without doubt some interesting and
exciting things will come to Amateur Radio. New equipment, advancing
technologies, more products and features in a single package will arrive this year.
(Who would have expected the arrival of a NANO-VNA vector network analyzer
for $50 to appear in 2019? See the review in QEX magazine for January).
Your League is looking at preparing a different version of a proposal to offer some
antenna installation relief to those living in areas where antennas are restricted by
Homeowners' Associations. ARRL Continues to support changes to FCC rules
regarding symbol rates for digital communications, changing some band plans to
limit Automatically Controlled Data Stations to certain sub-bands. Both issues
have associated consequences and your Board of Directors continues to work within
its several committees to reach satisfactory conclusions in each situation. Both
topics are scheduled to be discussed at the January Board meeting.
So let me ask you a serious question: Are you going to be an Ambassador for
Amateur Radio in 2020? Opportunities await as we enter this year.
As a leader in this hobby - and you are if you are an ARRL Member - we all must
be prepared to tell others about ham radio, how we serve our communities, how we
enjoy DX, how we enjoy contesting, Fox Hunting, construction projects, VHF/UHF
operation, satellite operating and (insert your favorite facet here).
Each of us bears the responsibility to do what we can to insure the future of
Amateur Radio. By keeping our friends and neighbors aware of what we do and
keeping our community leaders apprised of the service ham radio provides, we are
able to secure the niche that ham radio has.
ARRL Headquarters staff cannot do it alone, each of us needs to "sell" our
individual part of ham radio to those we know. Let's not keep ham radio a
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secret. Tell the world about us. Together, we can insure a bright future for both us
and those that follow.
OUR GREAT LAKES DIVISION web page does carry news from some of the
recent events in the Division, useful links and information as well as some neat
photos supplied from around the Division. Check it out: http://arrl-greatlakes.org/
Be sure to check your ARRL Section's news pages for the latest local happenings,
club and net information.
At the request of our neighboring ARRL Midwest Division, we have the following
special announcement:
Greetings from St. Louis! St. Louis & Suburban Radio Club's annual hamfest,
Winterfest, is January 24th & 25th, 2020. This year we are the Midwest Division
conference and expanding to a two day hamfest with lots of activities including the
W9DYV Symposium, DX/ARRL Banquet and Contest College. We are also
putting together an Education Alley on Saturday to feature the local First Robotics
team, maker spaces, STEM, ARISS, YOTA and other fun events like kids texting
vs CW, a CW speed test and kit building.
Winterfest boasts 30K sq. ft. of indoor space with 3 forum rooms running all day,
100+ vendors and over 1500 attendees for the two day event. We are looking at a
bigger event with becoming the division conference.
Our website can be found at http://winterfest.slsrc.org if you want to check out all
the events. We would love for you to come and attend for the weekend, as we have
lots of activities planned!!!!!
73
Kyle Krieg
AA0Z
SLSRC President
For those involved the Fox Hunting, this announcement may be of
interest:
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Active Attenuator Construction Bee: Stan Briggs K8SB, will be conducting a
Construction Bee to satisfy the many requests to build his universal active
attenuator. The attenuator is a powerful tool for use in radio direction finding and
amateur radio "Fox Hunts" and will work with any radio receiver.
Date: Saturday February 1, 2020. Time: 9:00 am to noon. Location:
Trenton Faith United Method Church, 2530 Charlton Rd, Trenton, MI 48183
All parts and components to build the attenuator, including the enclosure, will be
provided ready for attendees to solder and assemble their own units. Each unit will
be tested / demonstrated to verify correct operation at the conclusion of the
program. Note: Attendees must bring their own soldering equipment (Soldering
Iron–15 watt, solder, needle nose pliers, etc.
Registration / Order is required by January 15, 2020, via the Motor City Radio Club
website at: http://www.w8mrm.net/event-3603333 where full project details are
available.

TOM'S TOME Comments from your ARRL Vice Director Tom W8WTD.
Greetings and Happy New Year! Some people like to take this time to reflect on
the past year. I prefer to look forward. For instance, this year we have our Great
Lakes Division Convention. And it will be here soon. The dates are March 14 and
15th in Toledo, Ohio. Hope you’ll make plans now to attend.
A lot of planning has gone into this event. There are lots of forums on all sorts of
topics, so if you want to learn more about a particular aspect of ham radio, you
should find what you want. Plus, the hamfest and flea market on Sunday is worth
attending. The website is now
active: www.toledoglc.org.
No matter where you live in the three states of the Division, you should consider
coming to Toledo this spring. It’s a way to meet other hams from the Division,
share what you know, and find out new things in ham radio. I hope to see you
there.
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On another topic, we hear lots of discussion about the future of ham radio. A lot of
us are concerned, and ARRL is responding with a new magazine (On the Air) and
other initiatives. And many are doing what they can in their local communities.
Another round of introductory classes will be held in many places around the three
states. Thank you to all the volunteers.
Here is a question for new hams. Have I gotten on the air recently?
And for those licensed for a while—what can I do to help someone enjoy ham
radio? For the new person, it may mean just overcoming mike fright and actually
trying to get on. Or, perhaps reaching out to someone from the club to ask that
question about the antenna you need.
For seasoned hams, maybe you can welcome someone to the local repeater or
wherever else you hang out. Perhaps you can find an article to share about antenna
building, or better still, show someone how it’s done.
Ham radio can continue and will grow, depending on our efforts. Resolve to do
something today.
--73, Tom W8WTD Vice Director, Great Lakes Division

ARRL Hamfest Sanctioning offers hamfest sponsors the opportunity to take
advantage of some offerings from ARRL. Your Division Director is pleased to
make this Sanctioning available to ARRL Affiliated Clubs who have a history of
holding regular swaps. One successful swap normally qualifies! ARRL will
provide prize certificates, QST will publish the announcement for the swap, post it
on-line at the ARRL web site and supply requested hamfest handout material. The
club, in exchange, shall provide ARRL a table for "meet and greet" at the hamfest.
Consult the hamfest pages on the ARRL web site for the application form.
If you plan to request ARRL Hamfest Sanctioning, please do so well in advance of
your Hamfest date, as this allows adequate time for QST Listings. QST requires a 3
month lead time. It should be noted that there has been a change in the way ARRL
contributes to your hamfest efforts. Please carefully read the e-mail from ARRL
Headquarters confirming your sanctioning as IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT
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DETAILS REGARDING PRIZES. Be sure to invite your ARRL Officials as soon
as your date is set. With 52 weeks and 70+ hamfests in the Great Lakes Division,
things do requires some advanced planning.
HAMFESTING: Here is the current Great Lakes Division ARRL Sanctioned
Hamfest Schedule covering the next few months. These swaps have received their
sanctioning approval from ARRL HQ at the time of this publication.
1/19/20
1/19-20
1/26/20
2/1/20
2/16/20
2/23/20
3/7/20
3/21/20

SCARF Hamfest
Hazel Park
Tusco
HARA
Mansfield
Livonia
Cave City
Gallipolis

Nelsonville, OH
Madison Hgts, MI
Strasburg, OH
Negaunee, MI
Mansfield, OH
CANCELLED for 2020
Cave City, KY
Gallipolis, OH

73, Ham it up!
Dale Williams WA8EFK
Director
Great Lakes Division
wa8efk@arrl.org

--------------------------------------------------------------------
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Did You Know?
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The Lucas County ARES Informational Net is every Sunday at 7:30 pm on 147.270.
The TMRA Newcomers and Elmers Net is every Sunday at 8:00 pm on 147.270.
The Tech Committee meets the second Monday of each month at Maumee Fire Station #2 on Dussel Drive
(in front of the water tower).
The FLDigi Net meets every Tuesday night at 7:30 PM at 147.27 MHz
The TMRA general meeting is the second Wednesday of each month at the Electrical Industry Building,
Lime City Rd., Rossford, Ohio. New meeting time is 7:00 PM. Doors open at 6:00 PM.
Six Meter Nets meet every Wednesday and Thursday at 9:00 PM (EST). The Thursday night Net is on
50.255 USB. For more information contact Dan, KE8UE, at dlcunn@sbcglobal.net. The Monday night 6
meter Net is at 9 PM on the TMRA 6 meter repeater.
The Lucas County Siren Net is the first Friday of each month from 10:30 to 11:30 AM on 147.270 +
W/103.5 PL and 442.850 + W/103.5 PL.
The Lucas County Hospital Net is the first Saturday of the even numbered months at 10:00 AM.
The NORC Net is the first Saturday of each month. This net typically meets at 11:00 AM on
or around +/- 7.200 MHz LSB.
ARES meets the fourth Saturday of each month.
VE testing is each month. Contact Steve, KC8TVW at 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
Register for CW classes by contacting Steve, KC8TVW at 419-467-3734 or kc8tvw@arrl.net.
Ron, N8RLH, has ham gear from the estates of silent keys. Contact: 419-345-6382 or rlhornbeck@att.net.
The TMRA apparel store is now open. Contact Gold Medal Ideas at http://www.goldmedalideas.com/tmra.
The calendar at the TMRA website, www.tmrahamradio.org, lists numerous ham radio activities each
month.
Contact Brad, WB8RG, TMRA Information Officer at tmrainformation@gmail.com to receive weekly
emails about club news and activities.
TMRA has a Facebook page and an Instagram page, which can be accessed from an icon on the TMRA
website or at https://www.instagram.com/tmrahamradio/.
Don't forget to select TMRA as your Organization of choice for Kroger Cares and Amazon Smile. This
results in a donation to the club as a portion of your purchase. Instead of typing in the URL
www.amazon.con, you must use smile.amazon.com.
The next meeting of the Great Lakes Convention and Planning Committee will be October 2 nd. Contact
KV8P for more information.

Editor’s Note: Beginning with the February 2019 issue, The Beacon will no longer produce a print version for
mailing. The Beacon understands this change may inconvenience some club members and regrets that it is
necessary.
You may contact the Editor of The Beacon by emailing to: AA8HS@ arrl.net or writing to:
Bruce, AA8HS
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